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Efforts are made in this work to interpret the experimentally observed magnetic effects on the hystereticI
-V curve for ann-GaAs semiconductor through a two-impurity-level model with the assumptions of spatial
homogeneity in current flow direction and instantaneous energy balance. We construct the model by consid-
ering carefully the Landau level shifts for the electrons in the conduction band, the magnetoresistance property,
and the modification on the cross sections of the impact ionization. With the inclusions of the effects from the
carrier electron temperature variation and the field-dependent electron mobility, we are able to describe the
hystereticI-V characteristics satisfactorily for the case of applying either a longitudinal or a transverse mag-
netic field simultaneously within a single model. Our numerical results show that when the applied longitudinal
magnetic fieldB increases, the holding voltage of the hysteresis shifts towards a higher value, while the
breakdown voltage remains almost fixed and thus the width of the hysteresis decreases. Above a critical
magnetic field intensity 86 mT, the hysteresis vanishes. Under the transverse magnetic field, the breakdown
voltage of the hysteresis shifts significantly towards the higher direction with a stronger magnetic fieldB, and
therefore a considerably wider hysteresis width. The dynamic behavior of our model has displayed the same
features of the experimental observations described by Aoki, Kondo, and Watanabe in Solid State Commun.
77, 91 (1991).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many interesting nonlinear characteristics such as the
hysteresis of the static current-voltage,1,2 breathing
filaments,3–10 and self-sustained chaotic current or voltage
oscillation2,11–17have been discovered in the semiconductors
with an S-shaped negative differential conductivity under a
dc bias voltage. A number of experimental works on the
instability and chaos inn-GaAs induced by magnetic fields
with different orientations, either transverse or long-
itudinal1,18 to the electric field applied on the device, have
been reported. Many of the above nonlinear transport prop-
erties can be described by the well-established two-impurity-
level model.2

Aoki, Kondo, and Watanabe1 investigated the effects from
the external magnetic fieldB on hysteresis of anI-V curve
for an n-GaAs semiconductor. The main features of the ex-
perimental observations are(1) when B=0, the system ex-
hibits a hystereticI-V curve; (2) if the system is under a
longitudinal magnetic field, the holding voltage of the hys-
teresis moves towards a higher voltage for a higherB, while
the breakdown voltage almost remains fixed. ForB.47 mT,
the holding voltage exceeds the breakdown voltage, and hys-
teresis fades away; and(3) when the appliedB field is trans-
verse, the hysteresis shifts towards a higher breakdown volt-
age and its width becomes wider apparently for a higherB.

In this paper we would like to propose a two-level model,
with the assumptions of spatial homogeneity in current flow
for the planar-type ohmic contacts5 and instantaneous energy
balance, along with a careful treatment on the magnetoresis-
tance property to explain the observed characteristics of the
hysteresis under the magnetic fields. Our efforts will be made
not only for the case of applying a transverse magnetic field
B but also the case of applying a longitudinalB to the static

electric fieldE imposed in the device. We have noticed that
few theoretical studies have tried to interpret the above two
cases within a single model simultaneously.

In the two-level model, the electronic states of a donor
impurity consist of the ground level with densitynt1

and the
first excited level with densitynt2

. The carrier densityn in
the conduction band is determined by the generation-
recombination(GR) processes in which an electron in these
states of impurity may be thermally ionized or impact ion-
ized to the conduction band, and may then recombine with a
donor having an empty state. Processes considered in the GR
are shown in Fig. 1.

The applied external magnetic field can influence the GR
processes, especially the thermal ionization and the impact
ionization, through several aspects. The Landau level shifts
for the electrons in the conduction band, the magnetoresis-

FIG. 1. Generation-recombination processes considered in the
two-level model, involving the conduction band, the trap ground
state, and the first excited state.
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tance, and the modification on the cross sections of the im-
pact ionization are among those needed to be considered. We
will discuss them in detail in the next section. Because the
conduction electron effective mass ofn-GaAs is rather small
s<0.066m0d, the Zeeman shifts of the bound impurity elec-
trons are much smaller than the Landau level shifts and are
thus ignored.

During the GR processes the temperatureTe of the elec-
trons may vary a little. The increase ofTe with rising electric
field has been inspected and its importance has been de-
tailedly discussed in Refs. 19–22. The thermal ionization co-
efficient may thus be altered as a result of the temperature
variation. We will findTe from an energy balance equation23

and investigate the dependence of thermal ionization upon
the electric fieldE and the carrier densityn throughTe.

Results from the numerical simulation based on the above
theoretical framework preserve very nicely the main features
of the previously mentioned experimental observations.1

Properties in the case with either an external longitudinal or
an external transverse magnetic field, such as the shifts of the
hysteresis, the widths between the holding voltage and
breakdown voltage, and the disappearance of the hysteresis
in the case under a longitudinalB, can all be interpreted in
our model.

This paper is organized as follows. The detailed descrip-
tion of our model will be given in Sec. II. Our numerical
results will be presented in Sec. III. The discussion and sum-
mary follows.

II. THE MODEL

The two-level model stated in the previous section is ap-
plied to ann-GaAs at liquid-helium temperature. In terms of
the ground level densitynt1

, the first excited level densitynt2
,

and the carrier densityn in the conduction band, the GR rate
equations are given by2,12

ṅ = X1ND
* nnt1

+ sX1
s + X1

*ND
* ndnt2

− T1
sND

* sNA/ND
* + ndn,

s1d

ṅt1
= − sX* + X1ND

* ndnt1
+ T*nt2

, s2d

with n=n/ND
* ,¯, etc.,ND

* =ND−NA being the effective dop-
ing concentration,ND ,NA the donor and the acceptor concen-
trations, respectively,nt2

=1−n−nt1
from the conservation

of charge, and the dot denoting the time derivative. The
definitions of the GR coefficientsX1

s ,T1
s ,X1,X1

* ,X* , and T*

are shown in Fig. 1, and their magnitudes at 4.2 K given
in Table I.

Equations (1) and (2) have been solved at a fixed
temperature,2,12 namely, atT=4.2 K. In this work, in addi-
tion to investigating effects on the system from externally
applied magnetic fields, we will also consider the effect from
temperature variations through the thermal ionization coeffi-
cients. In doing so, we first make the assumption that the
energy relaxation occurs faster than all other processes, so
that the energy relaxation time is much shorter than the di-
electric field-relaxation time. Since for well-separated time-
scale processes, the dynamics is dominated2 by the slow

variable and the fast variable is slaved, in our case the energy
balance assumes a quasi-steady state almost instantaneously,
determining the mean energyE of the carriers as a function
of the electric fieldE which varies slowly.

During the GR processes the electron temperatureTe will
increase and can be determined throughE= 3

2kBTe with kB
being the Boltzmann constant.E can be obtained from the
energy balance equation23

Ė = − sE − ELd/tsEd + emBE2, s3d

whereEL= 3
2kBTL is the thermal energy at zero-electric field

with TL the lattice temperature,tsEd~E−1/2 the energy relax-
ation time considered theoretically, andmB the carrier mobil-
ity in the magnetic field.

Let us now look into possible effects on the thermal ion-
ization coefficient due to the temperature variation. At he-
lium temperatureTL=4.2 K, kBTL=0.362 meV is roughly in
the same order as«b

* =1.5 meV, the impurity first excited
state binding energy forn-GaAs with shallow impurities.
The thermal ionization coefficientX1

S of the excited level
contains the essential nonlinear dependencies upon the car-
rier densityn and the electric fieldE. Therefore we express
the dependence of thermalX1

SsTed uponE andn through the
electron temperatureTe by multiplying a Boltzmann factor

X1
SsTed = X1

SsTLde«b
* s1/kBTL−1/kBTed. s4d

Because of the Boltzmann factor, the thermal ionization co-
efficient can be visibly increased as the electrons are heated
to Te.

At low temperatures, the thermal ionization probability of
the impurity electrons will also be affected by the presence
of the magnetic fieldB. We then have to take into account

TABLE I. The parameters corresponding ton-GaAs at 4.2 K for
the two-level GR mechanism.

Parameter Value

T1
s 10−6 cm3 s−1

T* 106 s−1

X1
s 53105 s−1

X* 4.73105 s−1

X1
0 5310−8 cm3 s−1

X1
*0 10−6 cm3 s−1

NA/ND
* 0.3

« 10«0

m* 0.066m0

m0 2.53104 cm2/V s

TM 2.15

nc 1.87310−2

a 4.823102

TL 4.2 K

b0
2 33102

n0 5.75310−3

ND
* 1015 cm−3
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the binding energy shifts of the impurity, known as the Lan-
dau level shifts for the electrons in the conduction band. Eq.
(4) is thus modified as24

X1
ssTe,Bd = X1

ssTe,0de−D«B/kBTe, s5d

where X1
ssTe,0d=X1

ssTed of Eq. (4), and D«B="vc
* /2svc

*

=eB/m*cd is the conduction ground state Landau level shift.
For n-GaAs, m* =0.066m0, D«B=0.877B meV with B in
units of T (tesla). Therefore at helium temperatureTe
=4.2 K, the modification of the Boltzmann factor in Eq.(5)
appears to be significant asB is a few tenths of 1 T.

We now turn to the impact-ionization coefficientsX1
and X1

* . In the absence of a magnetic field,X1 and X1
* can

be approximately expressed in terms of the electric field
E and the impurity ground and the first excited state bind-
ing energies«b and«b

* from the Lucky model as25

X1sEd = X1
0e−«b/E, s6d

X1
*sEd = X1

*0e−«b
* /E, s7d

with coefficientsX1
0 andX1

*0 given in Table I.
When a magnetic fieldB is applied to the system, there

will be three effects onX1 andX1
* . The first one is the shifts

on the binding energies«b and «b
* due to the Landau level

shifts of the conduction electrons. We thus replace«b and«b
*

in Eqs.(6) and (7) by the magnetic field-dependent binding
energies«b

B and«b
*B as

«b
B = «b + D«B, s8d

«b
*B = «b

* + D«B. s9d

D«B, already defined in Eq.(5), makes«b
B and«b

*B shift sig-
nificantly from«b=6.0 meV and«b

* =1.5 meV forn-GaAs as
B is around a few tenths of 1 T.

The second one that we have to consider is the magne-
toresistance under magnetic fieldB. Owing to the magnetore-
sistance the carrier mobilitymB decreases as the magnetic
field increases:

mB = hmBH. s10d

For the compensatedn-type GaAs, electrons are scattered
by the ionized acceptors as well as by the ionized donors. To
have a more accurate theory, we consider the electric field-
dependent mobility of the electrons with densityn at tem-
peratureTe given by Brooks-Herring(BH)26 as

mBH = m0STe

TL
D3/22NA/ND

* + n0

2NA/ND
* + n

lns1 + b0
2d − b0

2/s1 + b0
2d

lns1 + b2d − b2/s1 + b2d
,

s11d

b2 = b0
2STe

TL
D2 n

n0
, s12d

wherem0 is the zero-electric field mobility at temperatureTL,
n0=n0/ND

* , and n0 and b0 are the electron density and the
so-called BH coefficient, respectively, under the same condi-
tions, andn=n/ND

* , n, b for those at temperatureTe. SinceTe

can be determined from the energy balance equation[Eq.
(3)] andn is related to the electric field by GR rate[Eqs.(1)
and (2)], our mBH is dependent of the electron temperature
and the electric field.

When a longitudinal magnetic field is applied, the current
filament nucleated between two parallel ohmic contacts has
been found from experiments.22,27–30For the observed spatial
pattern,28–30 the current flows are curved along the filament
boundaries, where they may experience a Lorentz force since
the current flows along the boundaries are not completely
parallel to the applied longitudinal magnetic fieldB espe-
cially near the contacts. As a result, the inhomogeneous mag-
netoresistance induced at the filament boundaries should be
taken into account. The thresholdlike magnetoresistance fac-
tor h is introduced for this effect and approximated as23,31

h = 1 −
1

2
TMsm0Bd2h1 + tanhfasn − ncdgj s13d

with TM being the magnetoresistance scattering factor,nc be-
ing related to the critical density necessary for the current
filamentation, anda the inhomogeneity factor of the current
filament. The factorh is so chosen because from experimen-
tal observations, different properties are shown in different
regimes in the current-voltage characteristic of the sample
n-GaAs. In the low-conducting regime the current-density
distribution is spatially uniform but in the high-conducting
regime a stable current filament is formed.32 Accordingly, in
Eq. (13) the factorh,1 for the ohmic currentsn!ncd and
h,1−TMsm0Bd2 for the filamentary currentsn@ncd.

Things go much simpler when applying a transverse mag-
netic field. In this caseh17,33,34is

h =
1

1 + mH
2 B2 , s14d

with mH being the conduction electron Hall mobility.
The third effect fromB is the modification on the cross

sections ofX1
0 andX1

*0. As suggested in Refs. 13, 23, and 35,
the cross sections of the impact ionization are proportional to
«i

1/2s1+g0mÎ«id, with «i the electron binding energy andg0 a
constant. Therefore the cross sections ofX1

0 and X1
*0 should

be multiplied by a factor, respectively, as follows:

asBd = S«b
B

«b
D1/21 + hhÎ«b

B

1 + hÎ«b

, s15d

a*sBd = S«b
*B

«b
* D1/21 + hhÎ«b

*B

1 + hÎ«b
*

, s16d

with constanth=0.4. These two factors are exactly equal to
1 asB=0.

Combining these three effects, the impact-ionization co-
efficientsX1 andX1

* can be written as

X1sE,Bd = asBdX1
0e−«b

Bh−1/2/E, s17d

X1
*sE,Bd = a*sBdX1

*0e−«b
*Bh−1/2/E. s18d
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Finally since the electric fieldE in the circuit is related to
the applied external fields, let us look into the circuit dynam-
ics. We consider the case that a static electric field is applied
in the x direction, E0=E0x̂, and a static magnetic field is
applied either in the longitudinalx directionB=Bx̂ or in the
transversey direction B=Bŷ. The dynamical equations for
the case of applying a longitudinal magnetic field can be
written as

Ėx = − gdS− E0 + Ex +
AR

L
JD s19d

with the current density

J = enND
* mBEx, s20d

where 1/gd is the effective dielectric relaxation time,R the
load resistance, andL andA are, respectively, the length and
the cross-sectional area of the sample.

On the other hand, the situation is more complicated for
the transverse magnetic-field case, since additionally the in-
duced Hall fieldEz has to be taken into account. In this case
we have the dynamical equations withEx taking the same
form as that in Eq.(19) but with the current density as

J = enND
* mBsEx + mHBEzd, s21d

and in addition,

eĖz = enND
* mBsmHBEx − Ezd, s22d

eĖy = − enND
* mEy. s23d

HerenND
* =n is the conduction electron density,e the per-

mittivity of the sample, andmB the electron mobility in the
magnetic field. Note that in this case, the total current density
in Eq. (21) differs from the one in Eq.(20) for the longitu-
dinal case by anEz dependent term.

Of course,E2=Ex
2+Ey

2+Ez
2 for both the longitudinal and

the transverseB field cases, except that for the former only
Ex exists, while for the latterEx and Ez all exist with the
steady stateEz being solved from Eq.(22) and theEy com-
ponent decaying exponentially to zero very rapidly.

III. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In our calculation, the energy balance equation(3) is con-
verted to36

T̄
˙

e = −
1

t0
fT̄e

1/2sT̄e − 1dg +
2e

3kBTL
mBE2, s24d

where T̄e=Te/TL, and the energy relaxation time constant
t0=6.79310−11 s is considered theoretically to be much
shorter than the effective dielectric relaxation time 1/gd,
typically in the order of<10−6 s.36 During GR processes, an
instantaneously quasi-steady state is assumed and the bal-
anced temperature is derived from Eq.(24).

The numerical procedure in our simulation is as follows.
We solve the fixed point of the dynamic equations(1) and(2)
when all the time derivatives in the left-hand side of these

two equations are zero. For a givenn, starting from a
guessedTe,0, one can find the electron mobilitymBH from Eq.
(11), and then has the magnetoresistance factorh either
from Eq. (13) for the case with an external longitudinalB or
from Eq. (14) for that with a transverseB by making the
simple approximationmH=m0. We solve the electric field
from Eqs.(1) and(2) through the GR coefficients, and obtain
a new electron temperatureTe,1 from the energy balance
equation[Eq. (24)]; repeating the iterative procedure until
Te,i approaches a convergent valueTe. Therefore, under a
certain external magnetic fieldB, for a given electron density
n, we have the solutions of the electron temperatureTe, the
electron mobilitiesmBH and mB, and the electric fieldE. In
this way, we can establish then vs Ex S-shaped electron
density-electric field characteristic. Furthermore, the current
densityJ can be obtained from either Eq.(20) for the longi-
tudinal magnetic field, or Eq.(21) for the transverse one,
respectively. Therefore theJ vs Ex S-shaped current density-
electric field characteristic is obtained.

Using the above obtainedJ and Ex, we can further find
the relationship between the applied voltageV and current
I =JA for the S-shaped GaAs from the load-line condition
ExL+JAR=V from Eq. (19) with a fixed resistanceR
=500V, the sample lengthL=0.3 cm, and the cross-
sectional areaA=1.0310−4 cm2 in a realistic circuit. Plotted
in Fig. 2 is ourI-V curve when there is no magnetic field.
The hysteresis loop can clearly be seen with the holding
voltage aroundVh=1.310 V and the breakdown voltage
aroundVb=1.433 V, as indicated in the figure.

Our results from the case of applying a longitudinal mag-
netic field are shown in Fig. 3(a), where we obtained similar
features as those observed experimentally by Aokiet al.,1

namely, the holding voltage of the hysteresis moves towards
a higher voltage for a higherB, while the breakdown voltage
almost remains fixed. ForB.86 mT, the holding voltage
exceeds the breakdown voltage and thus the hysteretic phe-
nomenon disappears. Apparently the width of hysteresis be-
comes narrower for a largerB. This behavior will also be

FIG. 2. The I-V curve of an S-shaped NDCn-GaAs reveals
hysteretic characteristics when it is connected in series with a dc
bias and a resistanceR, whereV is the applied voltage. The holding
voltageVh and breakdown voltageVb are indicated.
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reflected in the dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5, where the ratio
of the hysteresis widthDVs=Vb−Vhd at B to that without
applying magnetic field as a function ofB is plotted.

We also examine separately the contributions from the
variation of carrier electron temperatureTe and the modifi-
cation on the cross sections of the impact ionization. Results
are quite different if we exclude these two factors in the
calculation, as presented in Fig. 3(b), where we see that as
the longitudinal magnetic field is being raised, the break-
down voltage no longer remains unchanged but moves to-
ward higherV and the widthDV becomes wider than that in
the curve with the sameB in Fig. 3(a). The vanishing of the
hysteresis occurs atB=175 mT , much larger than that in
Fig. 3(a). We also find that if only excluding the contribution
of Te from conditions in Fig. 3(a), the hysteresis will disap-
pear atB=120 mT. Hence both contributions from these two
ingredients are important to keepVb fixed and to help narrow
down the widthDV.

We now turn to the case of applying a transverse magnetic
field. Shown in Fig. 4(a) are our results of theI-V curves for
the device under a transverseB with all factors considered in

our model. Unlike the longitudinalB case, here both the
holding and the breakdown voltages become higher and the
hysteresis width wider for higher external transverse mag-
netic fields. The increasing normalized width for the increas-

FIG. 5. Normalized hysteretic widthDVsBd /DVs0d as a function
of the magnetic field intensity withDVs0d=0.123 V.

FIG. 3. I-V characteristics under longitudinal magnetic field
Bx.(a) Including all factors considered in our model.(b) Same as in
(a), except that without the modification on impact-ionization cross-
section correction and the electron temperature variation, setting
Te=4.2 K.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except that the device is under transverse
magnetic fieldBy.
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ing B is plotted in the solid line in Fig. 5. Similarly, we also
display the I-V curves obtained without considering the
variation ofTe and the modification on the cross sections of
the impact ionization in Fig. 4(b). Different from the situa-
tions between Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the holding voltages do
not change much between Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), but the break-
down voltages become larger and the widths get wider for
curves under the sameB if the above two factors are not
included. The differences between theI-V curve behaviors
from using longitudinal magnetic fields and from using
transverse ones mainly arise from the magnetoresistance’s
different effects in these two cases as can be seen from Eqs.
(10)–(23).

Our results in Figs. 2, 3(a), 4(a), and 5 are satisfactorily
consistent with the experimental observations.1

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have established a two-impurity-level
model based on the assumptions of spatial homogeneity
in the x direction and instantaneous energy balance to
explain the experimentally observed hystereticI-V curve1 for
then-GaAs semiconductor under longitudinal and transverse
magnetic fields. We carefully consider the magnetic effects
through the Landau level shifts for the electrons in the con-
duction band, the magnetoresistance property, and the modi-
fication on the cross sections of the impact ionization. In
these considerations, we adopt the electric field-dependent
electron mobility mBH, rather than a constant, so that the
system can be described more accurately. We also investigate
the importance of carrier electron temperatureTe variation
from the lattice temperatureTL=4.2 K.

Our numerical results describe the experimental
observations1 satisfactorily. When the device is free from any
magnetic field, the system already possesses the hysteretic
I-V curve. If we then switch on a longitudinal magnetic field
B and increase it gradually, we find that the breakdown volt-

age of the hysteresis almost stays fixed while the holding
voltage becomes higher and thus the width of the hysteresis
turns to be narrower. As the magnetic field reaches a critical
value Bc, the hysteresis vanishes. On the other hand, if the
appliedB field is transverse, the hysteresis moves to a higher
voltage direction with both the breakdown and holding volt-
ages becoming larger and its width wider for a higherB. All
these results are in reasonably good agreement with the ex-
perimentally observed hystereticI-V characteristics. The nice
thing in this work is that we are able to interpret the experi-
mental observations when either a longitudinal or a trans-
verse magnetic field is applied simultaneously all within a
single model.

We also study the importance of the variation of carrier
electron temperatureTe and the modification on the cross
sections of the impact ionization. We find that without con-
sidering these two factors, the width of hysteresis becomes
wider for both cases of external magnetic fields. Moreover,
the breakdown voltage in the longitudinal magnetic field
case can no longer be kept fixed if any one of these two
factors is excluded from consideration. Hence they together
play the roles of avoidingVb running away from an almost
fixed value and also of helping narrow the widthDV. It is
clear that the contributions from these two are important in
our model.

Overall, we have a simple model which describes the ex-
perimental observations satisfactorily. However, since it is a
macroscopic model, we do not expect that it can also inter-
pret all microscopic properties of the system. Moreover, our
model may need some refinements from microscopic as-
pects.

We are working on this line and also trying to extend our
theory further to examine other experimentally observed
nonlinear characteristics inn-GaAs, such as instability and
chaos of current under the longitudinal magnetic field for
B.Bc. We will report the results in a future publication.
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